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Abstract—In order to promote the reuse of product design knowledge in product design and improve the efficiency of product design, the paper analyzes the structure of knowledge components, proposes the framework of product design system based on knowledge component, and studies the design and implementation of knowledge component combined with computer component technology. The barrel product is selected as the research object, of which the knowledge components are built. Then the paper designs and develops the design system based on knowledge component of the barrel. It proves the method based on knowledge component can effectively realize the reuse of product design knowledge. However, the developed knowledge components have certain limitations, which are only applicable to the same products or similar products. The generality of the knowledge components, the portability of the system and the migration of knowledge still need to be further verified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Product design is a complex and iterative process. With the development of computer technology, it presents the development trend of rapidness, personalization and better educated. Researches show that about 40%-50% parts of a new product in product design can be find from existing product parts library to achieve the same function, and 30%-40% parts only need minor improvements in the existing parts. Only 10-20% parts are required to be designed from scratch, but these redesigned parts only show the difference on the structure and shape with existing parts. Analyzed from function, principle and other high-level information of the product, they are still a reuse of existing design knowledge [1-3].

The research of product design knowledge reuse includes three aspects: knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation and knowledge utilization. Knowledge acquisition studies how to get all kinds of design knowledge in the process of product design. Knowledge representation studies how to store and represent the acquired design knowledge in a structured or unstructured manner. Knowledge utilization studies how to make the design knowledge serve the design process effectively to improve the design efficiency and quality. In the aspect of knowledge acquisition, domestic and foreign scholars have proposed knowledge acquisition methods based on rules, innovation algorithm, knowledge mining, artificial neural network, design process model, knowledge modeling and knowledge mapping [4-12]. In the aspect of knowledge representation, scholars have put forward knowledge representation methods, such as production rule, semantic network, Petri net model, Bayesian network, neural network and so on [13-16]. Knowledge utilization is the final goal of knowledge reuse. Although some scholars have put forward rule-based and case-based knowledge reasoning, a lot of design knowledge is still under "tube without" state. In order to improve the reuse of design knowledge, this paper studies the application of knowledge component in product design.

The component thought of computer software has an inherent fit with the knowledge reuse of product design. The knowledge component in this paper combines the product knowledge with design process closely to make the design knowledge serve the process of design, which can reduce the time for designers to collect experience in product design, so as to reduce time cost, reduce errors and improve design efficiency and reliability of design quality.

II. KNOWLEDGE REUSE OF PRODUCT DESIGN

KNOWLEDGE BASED ON KNOWLEDGE COMPONENT

Knowledge component is the product of the combination of component technology and knowledge reuse in computer software. It can be regarded as a knowledge unit with certain functions. In the field of product design, knowledge component can package a variety of different types of knowledge (data, rules, templates, standards, examples, processes, etc.) in a structured way, which is acquired in...
design process. Under driver control, it can accept parameter, perform actions and return results in an automated or semi automated manner [17].

A. Knowledge Reuse Model Based on Knowledge Component

According to the auxiliary way of knowledge reuse for designers, some scholars divide knowledge reuse models of product design into for types: the reference knowledge reuse mode, the guidance knowledge reuse model, the automatic knowledge reuse model and the assistance knowledge reuse model [18].

The reference knowledge reuse mode provides designers with a way to search and browse design knowledge so that designers can quickly obtain the design knowledge related to the current design tasks. It usually adopts the methods of active push and passive search to provide better knowledge support for designers to make decisions. The guidance knowledge reuse model is a way to guide designers to reuse the product design knowledge. In this model, the design knowledge is mainly the design flow. The automatic knowledge reuse mode means that designers can directly use the existing design model and design algorithm, which can liberate designers from tedious repetitive work and lighten the burden of work. The assistance knowledge reuse model provides information of domain experts when designers face problems that cannot be solved because the knowledge base cannot contain all design knowledge and some design knowledge is too complicated.

In this paper, the knowledge reuse based on knowledge component is combined with reference mode and automatic mode. The knowledge components not only package the design function, but also package the related design knowledge. When the knowledge components are used to design product, the design knowledge pushed by component will be received to help designers make the decision. As a component with a certain function, the knowledge component can be repeated called by the design system. Moreover, the knowledge component can also call external algorithms, tools and so on.

B. Execution Process of Knowledge Components

As shown in Fig. 1, the product design task accesses the control interface of knowledge component and activates the knowledge component in a semi-automatic way. Then the designers input the parameters of knowledge component through the man-machine interactive interface. The knowledge component accepts user input and runs the knowledge component core (KCC). KCC calls the Interactive interface to access the third party software, knowledge base, and other knowledge components when execute function, and outputs results. Under the premise of feeding back the execution results, KCC returns the output parameters to the man-machine interactive interface or access the output data through the control interface.

C. Product Design System Based on Knowledge Component

The design system packages the design knowledge into knowledge component in a structured form, and then calls the knowledge component to design product. The interface layer is an interactive window between designers and the system. The system receives design input from the designer and drives the knowledge components of the business layer to perform input validation. If the verification is unsuccessful, the result is returned to the interface layer, which reminds the designer to modify the design input. If the validation is successful, the system continues to execute function and generate results. Then the generated design results are returned as output to the interface layer. In the process of executing functions, knowledge components need to frequently access the knowledge layer to obtain design knowledge and write the design results into the knowledge base, as shown in Fig. 2:

III. STRUCTURE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF KNOWLEDGE COMPONENT

A. Structure Analysis of Knowledge Component

1) The construction principle of knowledge component

In order to determine the structure of knowledge components, it is necessary to define the principles of building knowledge components. How to design and obtain reusable knowledge components is the most important problem for the system developers to consider. In general, the building and development of knowledge components should focus on the following aspects:
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Component developers can define their own events in the component, including knowledge display and logic. We design the knowledge component structure to be composed of a variety of functional components. Developers can select the appropriate knowledge component and interface display knowledge component to invoke or access third party software, tools, and other knowledge components. Component Core (KCC) is the core component of knowledge component. Components can be reused through knowledge component execution efficiency, and reduce the complexity of its realization.

Reuse of knowledge components: Before the design and development of the system, developers can select the knowledge components meeting the functional requirements from the domain knowledge component library to assemble the application system, which can speed up the development of system and improve the efficiency of system development. The newly developed knowledge components can also be used in the following new product design.

The types of knowledge components vary according to the different requirements of system functions. Generally speaking, there are three types: interface class, activity class and data management class. According to the functional requirements, this paper abstracts the function modules of the design system and packages them into general knowledge components. Eventually we divide knowledge components into knowledge access knowledge component, business logic knowledge component and interface display knowledge component. Each kind of knowledge component is composed of a variety of functional components. We design and realize the knowledge components according to the characteristics of knowledge components and the development technology. The classification of knowledge components are shown in Table I:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Knowledge component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge access knowledge component</td>
<td>Database Access</td>
<td>Database access is the basic type of knowledge components, involving data storage, retrieval and update.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business logic knowledge component</td>
<td>Data calculation</td>
<td>Accept input parameters, calculate data, such as parameter calculation, design optimization, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parameter constraint</td>
<td>Check and restrict the input parameters and design results generated in real-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface display knowledge component</td>
<td>Retrieval interface</td>
<td>Retrieve design knowledge, including case retrieval, knowledge resource retrieval and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parameter input</td>
<td>According to the design task, the designer fills in the parameters needed for the product design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Result output</td>
<td>The results output component is a carrier which can display the result of the operation, including chart output, data output and file output.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Design and Implementation of Knowledge Component

Packaging the function of knowledge components into components rather than calling external programs can reduce the running time. And the knowledge components can be reused, which can reduce the burden on developers, improve the system development efficiency and reduce system maintenance difficulty.

1) Design and implementation of knowledge access knowledge component

The function of knowledge access knowledge component is to control the data flow with database, including the

Figure 3. The structure of knowledge component

The newly developed knowledge components can also be used in the following new product design.
realization of the product design system to obtain data from the database and write data to the database. The function of knowledge access knowledge component includes database connection configuration, database query, database insert, delete and update operation. In product design, database access is a common operation. Before the database operation, system needs to connect to the database at first. Through establishing the database configuration connection component, the system packages the database connection operation, which saves the system developers to repeat the tedious coding and saves development time.

Different functions have different input parameters and output results when accessing the database. In order to realize the reuse of software to the greatest extent, the knowledge access knowledge component studied in this paper uses the SQL statement to pass parameters to realize the data query, insert, delete and update operation and then return the operation results. The results include two cases of success and failure. Among them, the database search results are returned by the search result set, and the search method parameters include SQL statements, fields and other parameters. Different application systems get the database access interface through the access method of knowledge components. And the function methods of knowledge access knowledge components are shown in Table II:

### TABLE II. THE FUNCTION METHOD OF KNOWLEDGE ACCESS KNOWLEDGE COMPONENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access type</th>
<th>Function method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query</td>
<td>Public ResultSet getbysql(String sql, [parameter type1, parameter n, parameter n,...])</td>
<td>Return the result set based on the stringsql SQL statement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>public int DbInsert (String sql, [parameter type1, parameter n, parameter n,...])</td>
<td>Perform database insert operation and return the int value based on the results of the execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>public int DbDelete (String sql, [parameter type1, parameter n, parameter n,...])</td>
<td>Perform database delete operation and return the int value based on the results of the execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update</td>
<td>public int DbUpdate (String sql, [parameter type1, parameter n, parameter n,...])</td>
<td>Perform database update operation and return the int value based on the results of the execution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Design and implementation of business logic knowledge component

The basic object of the business logic class knowledge component is the entity data acquired by knowledge access knowledge component or the user input of interface display knowledge component. The business logic process involves several interactions among basic objects and multiple interactions of knowledge access knowledge component. Therefore, in order to achieve a consistent object and a complete process, the business logic knowledge component must support transaction processing. The size of the business logic knowledge component is relatively large, so it involves multiple knowledge components. At the same time, it provides a unified method and interface to the interface display knowledge component, which can be reused in many applications.

### TABLE III. THE DATA CALCULATION DESCRIPTION FIELDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>The name of the data unit, such as the formula for calculating the theoretical strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design part</td>
<td>A design part the formula belongs to, such as a tube part.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design activity</td>
<td>A design activity the formula belongs to, such as the calculation of the theoretical strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data calculation formula</td>
<td>Content of formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input parameter</td>
<td>Input parameters for designing knowledge components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output parameter</td>
<td>Output parameters for designing knowledge components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation principle</td>
<td>Clarify the principle of data calculation formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation example</td>
<td>The actual sample solution of the formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry time</td>
<td>The entry time of data calculation formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry personnel</td>
<td>The entry personnel of data calculation formula</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IV. SINGLE CYLINDER TUBE KNOWLEDGE COMPONENT PROPERT Y TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Component property definition</th>
<th>Property description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design task</td>
<td>Strsrwbh</td>
<td>Design task number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case retrieval</td>
<td>Strypwl[ifs, strypztq][ifs, strkj, strdwzl, strcs, strzdty, valueypwl[ifs, valueypztq][ifs, valuekj, valueedwl, valuesz, valuezdty, Vector vectorinstance]</td>
<td>Connection way with breech, connection way with breech leg, caliber, projectile weight, initial velocity, weight of each parameter and case retrieval result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior ballistic design parameter</td>
<td>strYsmj, strYsc, strZyl, strYsrj</td>
<td>Chamber area, chamber length, projectile trip length, charge and chamber volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore design parameter</td>
<td>strYsbtc, strLjzc, strYzbc, strTxc, strYzdty, strYsbthmdbj, strYzmdbj, strYzmdbj, strYznmdbj, strTxmdbj</td>
<td>Chamber body length, cone length, cylindrical connection length, orientation of ministers, ministers, rifling chamber bottom radius, the chamber body end radius, end radius of cylinder, end radius of connection, end radius of connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High and low temperatur e pressure curve</td>
<td>float[1, float[1], pintlen]</td>
<td>Length array, pressure array, and points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical strength calculation</td>
<td>strysbaqxs, strtxbaqxs, strpkbaqxs, float[1], float[1], float[1], float[1], pintlen</td>
<td>Chamber safety factor, rifling safety factor, muzzle safety factor, length array, theoretical strength and point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical appearance calculation</td>
<td>strydjx, strgcz, strpdjx, double[], gij, double[], nj, double[], qj, double[], w</td>
<td>The maximum chamber pressure, the ultimate strength of steel Key point length array, inner diameter array, intensity value array and OD value array</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the knowledge needs of each design activity in the process of product design, it collects knowledge resources related to design activities and combines them into the knowledge unit module corresponding to each design activity. The data calculation description fields are shown in Table III.

The paper takes the design of single cylinder tube as the research object. Properties of single cylinder tube component include single tube design task number, connection way with breech, connection way with breech leg, caliber, projectile weight, initial velocity, parameter weight, case retrieval results, chamber area, chamber length, bullet stroke length, charge and chamber volume etc. The input singer properties fields designed include instance retrieval properties, interior ballistic design parameters, bore design parameter, high and low temperature pressure data, the safety coefficient of the chamber, the safety coefficient of rifling, the safety coefficient of the muzzle and steel grades of the steel selected. Input forms include providing parameter input page, reading Txt, Excel and other documents, and reading database data. The output includes the results of the case retrieval, the display of the instance attributes, the table of high and low temperature pressure curves and the theoretical strength map, as shown in Table IV.

3) Design and implementation of interface display knowledge component

The interface is responsible for the dialogue between the system and the designer. It accepts and examines the designer input, and then passes the parameters to the business logic knowledge component for business processing. The processing results are returned to the user interface, which is convenient for users to view the design results and evaluate the design scheme. The interface display knowledge components include accepting design input, design output, automatic or semi-automatic execution and so on. The input component designed is used for the maintenance of the design object information and product monomer element settings. The designer fill in the parameters required for product design according to the design tasks and knowledge needs. The output component designed is a kind of carrier which can display the result of the operation, including chart output, data output and file output. Because of the different design languages, the processing modes and design methods of the interface display knowledge component are also different. This paper uses Swing to design and develop interface components. It designs knowledge components through the Swing intermediate component. Then it puts the intermediate knowledge component into the top-level component, and conducts interface display. The interface component display structure is shown in Fig. 4:

JFrame achieves sub function through the menu and menu click event pop up JInternalFrame. JInternalFrame fills JPanel, JScrollPane and JTabbedPane and other intermediate components. Among them, JInternalFrame, JPanel, JScrollPane, JTabbedPane and other intermediate components can define the reusable interface display knowledge components according to the contents.

IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE OF KNOWLEDGE REUSE IN PRODUCT DESIGN BASED ON KNOWLEDGE COMPONENT

Taking the design of the single tube body part as an example, this paper studies the application of knowledge component in knowledge reuse of product design, then designs and develops three kinds of knowledge components according to the design process and design requirements. The knowledge access knowledge component is defined as DbAccess.java, and the design system realizes the database operation access through DbAccess.java. The business logic knowledge component is defined as MonblockDesign.java and packages the method of package design in each step. The interface display knowledge components includes InstanceShower.java, which shows pages of the retrieval instance display and the program design steps and the JInternalFrame pages for each application system, as shown in Fig. 5:

Figure 5. The development of interface display knowledge components

When the system is running, it first calls the interface display knowledge component to provide a window for the designer to interact with the design system, as shown in Fig. 6:

Figure 6. The interface of single tube design theoretical strength calculation
Then the business logic knowledge component includes the method of the single cylinder tube design step. The system calls the MonblockDesign single cylinder tube knowledge component to realize the related functions:

```java
public void countsjrwbh() // Code the design task number;
public void jsllqd() // Calculate single tube body strength curve;
public void llwx_jsgjd() // Calculate single tube body strength value;
publi void llwx_jsnjz() // Calculate theoretical inner diameter;
publi void llwx_jsqdz() // Calculate theoretical strength value;
publi void llwx_jswjz() // Calculate theoretical outer diameter;
public int commit() // Store single cylinder tube design examples into the database.
```

In the "case retrieval" function, the system can search and view the successful design cases through the selection and setting of the characteristic parameters and the parameter weights, which can provide decision basis for designers in design and is the embodiment of knowledge reuse in the reference model, as shown in Fig. 7:

![Figure 7. The retrieval interface of single tube design](image)

**V. CONCLUSION**

In order to solve the problems that the reuse of product design knowledge is not enough in product design, the knowledge component and is the embodiment of knowledge reuse in the reference model, as shown in Fig. 7:

![Figure 7. The retrieval interface of single tube design](image)
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